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EDITORIAL

With No. 17 of the Devon Historian Shcila Stirling will be the new Editor. After
eight years and sixteen issues a change is appropriate. In Devon Historian No. 1
certain aims for the Standing Conference and the magazine were set out. The
overriding one was 'to further the study of Local History in the County'. More
specific aims were to bring together those interested in Local History from all
over the County, to hold meetings regularly in different parts of the County, to
indicate what Local History activities were going on and to relate what work was
in progress and what had been written ab out the County. Some, at least, of these
aims have been fulfilled. Successful meetings are regularly held and it is likely
that Devon historians do meet more regularly and know each other better than
they otherwise might. Lists of meetings and courses around the County are
published. Books relating to the County have been printed in the Devon Union
List and it is hoped that additions to this will be printed regularly iri the Devon
Historian. Lists of theses and other work on Devon history have been published
and the only gaps In this sphere are articles about Devon in learned journals and
material relating to Devon in Record Offices and the like outside the County.
It is also possible to find out about members' interests by consulting the member
ship lists.

Less successful, perhaps, has been the aim to make the Devon Historian
into a largely 'methodological' magazine. The emphasis was to be on how to
write local history in Devon. There have been few articles of this nature largely
because few have been submitted. The Devon Historian still exists on a rather
'hand to mouth' basis, there is no great backlog of unpublished material and
most, but not all, material submitted has been published. There must be many
members who have contributions to make and this magazine 11<\5 always tried to
avoid the distinction between the professional and the amateur historian so no
one need feel diffident. Despite this rather hazardous existence the Editor has
always been conscious of being given a great deal of support by many people and
is confident that this will be continued under the next Editor, hopefully in the
best possible way, by providing her with as much material as the magazine can
handle.

Lastly, this magazine could hardly have been produced without the active
co-operation of the staff at Torbay Borough Cou ncil's Printing Dcpa rtrncnt, to
whom many thanks are due.
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THE DEVON HISTORIC BUILDINGS TRUST

John Mejor

The joint initiative by the Devon Conservation Forum and the Devon
County Council which led to the creation of the Devon Historic Buildings Trust
was reported at length in the October, 1973 issue of the Devon Historian. Now
that four years have elapsed, it is time to review progress and to judge whether
the experiment merits a permanent place in our county-based organisational
structure.

Public concern about the built environment has undoubtedly quickened in
the recent past. Compared with most other counties, Devon's townscapes are
still rich in lesser buildings because the effects of the indiscriminate bulldozer
have not been quite so devastating here as elsewhere; the thrust for change is
pitched at a lower level and local opinion is not slow to condemn destructive
erosion. Aesthetics apart, the case for perpetuating the county's character on
economic grounds as a major attraction to the tourist trade is unassailable and
undoubtedly the lesser buildings contribute more in aggregate to the quality and
appeal of our towns and villages than any other single factor. Nevertheless,
attrition continues inexorably and there is no room for complacency.

The Devon Historic Buildings Trust's Council of Management, headed by
the Lord Lieutenant, recognised this fram the outset and decided therefore that
the bulk of their as yet meagre resources should be devoted to saving the smaller
buildings of merit. The principle of the revolving fund was adopted, whereby
buildings threatened by demolition or neglect would be bought, restored and re
sold with appropriate safeguards. Thus the Trust's capital could be steadily
turned over to repeat the process, ad infinitum, to maximum effect. Strong links
were quickly established with the Civic Trust which carefully-scrutinised the
Articles of Association and examined the organisational structure and admini
strative arrangements; these were unreservedly approved. The links are even
stronger now and the Civic Trust's highly esteemed moral support and practical
advice is always freely available.

In any newly-formed body, structural changes are not unusual in response
to the stimulus I1f accruing experience. But if substantial modifications are
found to be necessary, this could be a signal that the basic concept is unsound
and needs to be reviewed. However, no such signal isevident and although there
have been some changes in the last four years, they were minor in scope and
largely confined to procedural refinements. Mr. Phipps Tumbull, the County
Planning Officer, did make one suggestion - to restrict membership of the
Technical Panel to the technical officers handling drawings, planning and grant
applications, etc. and re-forming the Trust's advisers from the various parts of
the county into a separate Advisory Panel. The Council of Management agreed,
with the result that the number of cumbersome meetings has been substantially
reduced. Waiter Minchinton was appointed chairman of both the Technical
Panel and the Advisory Panel. Tight management control is exercised over the
Trust's day to day affairs by a triumvirate which links the functions of the Trust's
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three committees: it consists of Henry Ayre, the Trust's chairman and widely
experienced in business and community work, including local government;
WaIter Minchinton, a positive academic with initiative and the knack of making
swift decisions; and the Trust's secretary. Major policy decisions are, of course,
in the hands of the Council of Management. Inevitably, this Council has suffered
some turnover but, fortunately, continuity has not been impaired, The
remaining founder members arc Charles Ameli, Henry Ayre, Anthony Hollow,
Waiter Minchinton, Colonel J.E. Palmcr , and Dr. Robinson Thomas,
besides the President, Lord Roborough. They have been joined now by Wetter
Daw, Mrs. Langdon, Wing Commander Mortimer. William Thompson
and William Treeby -- all of whom arc County or District Councillors. All
members of the Council of Management are well-known county personalities
and their support is indicative of the growing effectiveness of the Trust which is
further underlined by the fact that all but one Members of Parliament for
Devon's constituencies are vice- Presidents. Vital to the Trust's operation are the
services provided by Alan Beunett, the County Secretary, who isalso the Trust's
legal adviser. and Malcolm Tbompsou, the County Treasurer. who looks after
the finances, Both have been most helpful.

The County Council provided the Trust with its initial starting capital of
£2.5,000, thus honouring a promise made to the Devon Conservation Forum
during the formulation stage. It came in the form of £ 19,500cash and the gift of
that ill-starred embarrassment, lfeland House in Ashburton, which the Trust
soon discovered to need something approaching £60,000 to restore, with a
maximum re-sate value of no more than £40,000. well-intentioned Citizens _
who should have known better - proceeded to assail the Secretary with
demands for the Trust to start work on Ireland House upon the instant. His
patient arithmetical explanations were irnpatiently brushed aside: "Well, at least
DO something", one woman said. "It is scandalous that owners of historic
buildings let them rot like this", said another, "and don't try to confuse me with
figures!" After exploring a number of avenues, the Secretary finally found a
sympathetic ear in the Teignbridge District Council whose officers accepted the'
basic conversion plans and adapted them for local authority housing purposes.
The building work has now started, after lengthy and delicate negotiations with
the Department of the Environment.

In the meantime, three derelict cottages in South Molten's conservation
area were acquired and converted into a single dwelling, during the course of 
which the Trust applied for and obtained a re-classification of. the area to
'outstanding'. The Irust's architect was Frank Eldridgc. He closely supervised
the execution of his plans, with eminently satisfactory results. The project was
not without its difficulties and disappointments, chief of which was the Local
Authority's steadfast refusal to make an improvement grant, notwithstanding
that all the official criteria were met. \( is noteworthy that the authority con
cerned has never contributed a single peony to the Trust's funds, although hope
springs eternal!

Next on the list was a seventeenth-century water conduit in East Street,
Ashburton It is an interesting historic street feature which was in danger of
collapse. With welcome financial contributions from the active and well-run
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Ashburton and District Amenity Society - a founder-member of the Devon
Conservation Forum -- and the County Council's Dartmoor National Park
Committee, the Trust dismantled the conduit, re-dressing the granite and
replacing where necessary, and rebuilt it as it was. This was followed by financial
help towards a lovely little lime-kiln at Studdicombe Creek which the local
residents, led by Pippa Woods and Dr. Mary Dixon, were determined to save.

The historically important long house known as 'Sanders' in the Dartmoor
hamlet of Lettaford was the Trust's greatest disappointment to date. Before
buying it, the Trust consulted the Dartmoor National Park Authority, who
encouraged the Trust to proceed, with the intention of acquiring it for use as a
countryside interpretation centre in the National Park. The Dartmoor National
Park Authority expected the purchase money to come from their 1975/76 fund
allocation. Consequently, detailed planning of the restoration started, in close
collaboration with the D.N,P.A. at all stages, and the Trust successfully applied
for 'Sanders' to be classified as a national monument. Much work went into the
project but unhappily the Dartmoor National Park Committee had to withdraw
for lack of funds and the Trust's only alternative was 10 pass 'Sanders' on to the
Landmark Trust, who at that time were in the market. An internal post-mortem
showed that the Trust's CO-ordination and progressive management decisions,
far from being at fault, had indeed ensured the avoidance ofa capital loss. While
it was true that effort and money could have been employed more usefully else
where, all indications at the time had been favourable and the Trust, being no
more blessed with foresight than anyone else, had been right to try.

The Trust is frequently consulted about buildings it does not own,
Altogether, it has been involved in about one hundred threatened listed
buildings to date. A number of these required close investigation; some called
for a vigorous defence: whereas others merely needed an objective and authcri
tative analysis of their environmental worth to save them. Direct requests have
been received from local authorities for help in solving problems and the Trust's
two current projects fall into this category. The first is a pair of Grade 11 town
houses with early nineteenth-century shop fronts in the centre of the Ottery St.
Mary conservation area, where building work is now in progress. They had
deteriorated to the point of dereliction over the past twelve years and two years
ago the County Planning Officer asked the Trust to take them on. Negotiations
to purchase started soon afterwards but the legal situation was surprisingly
complicated and they were only recenUyconcluded. The second is the Old Police
Station at Tiverton, also Grade 11, where Tiverton District Council asked for
ideas. After doing a feasibility study, the Trust is preparing the detailed drawings
for a scheme and if all goes according to plan, work should start on the site
towards the end of this year.

This review would be incomplete without a word about finance. We have
seen that the starting assets were £19,500 and a building worth £5,500. The
Council of Management, knowing this to be pitifully inadequate for the task
ahead, set about appealing to the private sector for donations whereupon the
financial crisis developed. Regrettably, very few people responded. The County
Council had set the scene Ior further support from the local authorities but they,
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too, were feeling the pinch. The Trust's interim target of £100,000 would have
been reached by now but for the unfortunate financial down-turn. As it is, the
latest audit shows net assets of £54,800, every penny of which will be needed for
the two current jobs in hand.

In the circumstances, things could be very much worse. The Trust knows
that it is needed in Devon and that it has helped whenever possible. Many private
citizens have asked for advice and have not gone away unaided. The-Trust has
already earned much goodwill in Devon but, as Henry Ayre said at the AGM last
June, the capital fund must be further increased to expand the practical work.
If any reader has a pound or two to spare, Waiter Minchinton will gladly pay it
in; alternatively, send it direct to the Devon Historic Buildings Trust, Bradninch
Hall, Castle Street, Exeter. Every donation will be acknowledged and it will go
towards a building, not administration.

The path of the restorer of buildings is difficult. What at first sight appears
to be straightforward, more often than not turns out to be the reverse. Dis
appointments and set-backs are part of the scene, no matter how carefully one
tries to pro-plan. But one thing is certain: the Trust would have foundered at an
early stage if it were not served by well-motivated optimists who know how to
apply the principles of management in a good cause which deserves the widest
support throughout the county.

NOTES ON NEW CONTRIBUTORS

Michael Bouquet is a retired teacher and author of three books on maritime
history. He collects old 'ship' photographs.

Stanley G. Chapman is Pasold Reader in Textile History in the University of
Nottingham and has just edited "The Devon Cloth Industry in the Eighteenth
Century", the latest volume published by the Devon and Cornwall Record
Society.
R.O. Heath and F.K. Theobald are respectively Chairman and Vice-President
of the Moretonhampstead and District Museum and Local History Society.

John Mejor is Secretary to the Devon Conservation Forum and to the Devon
Historic Building Trust.
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THE PAPERS OF A NORTH DEVON MARINER

Michael Bouquet

After the death at Braunton in North Devon in the summer of 1970 of
Thomas Arthur Slee, aged 80, his nephew gave me a bundle of his uncle's papers.
Sorted out and arranged in order these documents are presented to give the
story of Slee's progress from Ordinary Seaman to Master Mariner and
eventually to Owner. The name of each document or series of documents is
italicised. ...

Tom Slee was born at Braunton in 1890 when the general atmosphere of
that village was one of small shipowning and operation. In particular his own
family background was one of seafaring. In fact, the oldest documents in the
bundle refer to relatives. One dated August, 1891 is a "paper discharge" or more
correctly a Certificate of Dischargefor Seamen discharged before the Super
tntendant ofa Mercantile Marine Office in the United Kingdom.... This was the
type of Discharge Certificate given to foreign-going seamen before the intro
duction of the Discharge Book, or Continuous Certificate of Discharge, in 1894.
This particular Discharge relates to a relation of Slee, one Thomas Butler, an
A.B. in the s.s. Celynen of Newport, where he was discharged after a month's
foreign-going voyage. Also relating to Butler is a Certificate ofDishcargefrom
the Royal Naval Reserve Force in 1904, when he was rated as Trained Man First
Class in R.N.R. Butler had served in the R,N.R. from 1892to 1904which would
have qualified him for a gratuity of at least £50, in addition to the small retaining
fee paid every quarter. Many merchant seamen from Bideford, Braunton and
Appledore were R.N.R. men and the money they earned serving with it was a
welcome supplement to their low wages in the coasting trade. (see W.J. Slade,
Out of Appledore, 1959, page 21, for the importance of the R.N.R. to the local
economy.)

There are five more Certificates of Discharge for Seamen not discharged
before a Superintendent, Le. seamen on Home Trade articles. They all relate to
another relation 'of Slee's and cover his service in the local wooden ketches
Amazon, Meggie Annie, Bontta, Acacia and Olive Branch.

The first evidence of Tom SIee's own seagoing career comes not from a
"paper discharge" but from a picture postcard, postmarked June 25, 1910 Oil a
halfpenny stamp. Posted at Bude this card shows a ketch rounding the break
water of that port. Tom Slee was aboard the ketch Clara May, and he once told
me that he could not get on with the Old Man. The postcard was addressed to his
mother and really tells its own story - "Dear Mother, We are bound in over the
Bar (i.e. Bideford Bar) so I shall not come home by train. I don't know why you
telegraphed. I have got money. I am supposed to give 24 hours notice, and as I
have begun another voyage I have got to finish. We are not likely to get out fora
couple of days. Send paper next post after you get this. Tom"

He must have left the Ctera May very quickly for on June 28 he signed on
as O.S. aboard the schooner Result (S.J. Incledon, Master). His Certificate of
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The Barnstaple schooner Result in whi ch Tom Slee sailed to Antwerp in 1911. is
today preserved by the Ulster Folk Museum in Belfast. From a watercolour by
the Cornish marine painter Reuben Chapple.

The ketch Bessie Ellen of Barnstaple was among t le vessels in which Ton: Siee
served. The Bessie Ellen here seen leaving Douglas. 1. a.J.!. ~as built by
w.s. Kelly at Mount Batten, Plymou.th. in 1907. ~~e s till survIves IfJ Denmark.
where she is being restored to her Original condition.
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Discharge shows that he remained there for 12 months. Another picture post
card of a ketch leaving Solva harbour, Pernbrokeshire, is addressed to his sister
in Braunton dated February 11, J911 - "Schooner Result, Solva, Pem. Dear
Min, We are ready to sail, I don't think we shall go yet. It's turning very dirty .
Hope you are well, Tom"

After leaving the Result Tom Slee joined the ketch Amazon (Jarnes Watts,
Master) for a trip from Fremington with clay for the pottery at Truro. Apiclure
postcard of Falmouth Harbour with shipping, dated July 9, 1911, was add ressed
to another sister - "Ketch Amazon, Falmouth Harbour. Dear Sue, We are
towing up to Truro this afternoon. D id you begin to wonder where we were to so
long? Did have hardly an air of wind all the time ."

In December, 1911 Slee signed on as A .B. aboard the local ketch Sultan
Cc. Chugg, Master), remaining there until February, 1913 (Certificate of
Discharge). In April, 1913 he was serving in the ketch Besste ElIen at PooIe
where the usual picture postcard home took up the story - "Ketch Bessie EUen,
Poole, 24 April, 1913. Dear Sue. We have finished discharging today and will
tow down tomorrow morning to load clay.We are going t o London to load
manure for Barnstaple. It has turned in a very wet evening. If it is fine Saturday
we shall sail right away. We have to be in London by the lst of May to put the
clay in a steamboat, else wait for 20 days for another boat if we are not in time."
His Certificate of Discharge shows that Slee had joined the Bessie ElIen
(J. Chugg, Master) as A.B . on March 10, 1913 and was discharged at Maldon on
August 9, 1913. His next move was fairly typical among these small-ship sailors.
After a few weeks at home Slee went to Newport and with his handful of paper
discharges from what at that time was called "a good class of vessel", he went
deepwater in a steamboat, signing on the s.s . Elstree Grange of London as A.B.
on a voyage to the River Plate , signing off at Po pia r 0 n Apri I 20, 1914. Afte r a
few days at home Slee went to Newport again, where on May 12 ne signed on the
s.s . Lorca of London as sailor, on a voyage to the Mediterranean and the Black
Sea, paying off at South Shields on September 20 (Continuous Certificate of
Discharge No. 773082, usually referred to as a Discharge Book).

Now comes a minor mystery. From September 20, 19J4 to August 8, 1918
there is a complete absence of documentation . On the second date he was issued
with a Carte d'Identite by the Police de la Navigation at Cherbourg, On this
document complete with photograph and finger prints, Slee is described as ze
ea pitai ne (ma te) of the Bessie Clark-vci lier anglais. The Bessle C lark was regis
tered at Barnstaple, and an enquiry to the Registrar General of Shipping and
Seamen elicited the information that Tom Slee had signed on aboard the Bessle
Clark on January I, 1918, being discharged on February 18 of that year with the
rank of mate. He was in the Bessle Clark on July 6, 1918, and finally left her on
December 31, 1918. When he first joined the Bessle Clark in January. 1918 he
gave the ketch Bonlta as his previous ship. The Registrar General informed me
that Slee served in her as mate from January I to June 30, 1917. When he joined
her he gave the Bonita as his last ship, but a sea rch ofthe Bonita's Crew Lists for
1914, 1915 and 1916 failed to discover his name. Where was he between
September, 19]4 and January, 19171 And for that matter during the second half
of 19171 It mayor may not be significant tha t when he joined the Bessie Clark in
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Discharging gravel - Redcliff Wharf, Bristol, 1926. 70 tons in 6 hours. T. Slee
filling mawn baskets. Claude Chugg at winch.

The Crowd at Vellator Quay led by Tom Slee demolishing the buildings.
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1918 he gave his age as 30 instead of 28 as he was in fact.

A slight clue exists among his papers. Like many coastwise mariners and
fishermen at that date, Slee belonged to the Shipwrecked Mariners' Royal
Benevolent Society. He kept his yearly Member's Tickets ovet the whole period
he was at sea from 1910 to 1929, paying his subscription regularly every year.
Only once does he ever appear to have made a claim against the Society. The
Claim form is missing from his. Member's Ticket fo r 1916, which indicates that
he probably made a claim sometime in 1916 for loss of clothes and gear. It is
reasonable to assume that he had in that year been in a vessel either wrecked or
sunk by enemy action. Slee had been a member of the Society since 1910 and
could have claimed £2 relief plus £2 Supplementary Fund Grant. This still does
not tell us the name of any vessel he was in between September, 1914 and
January, 1917.

From February, 1919 to March, 1922 Slee was mate of the Braunton ketch
Kitty Ann (Ernest Chugg, Master). She was an ancient craft built at Appledore
in 1856 as a polacca brigantine. By 1922 she was fitted with a 25 h.p, engine
(Certificate of Discharge). -

At the end of 1922 Tom Slee took his first steps into ownership. There are
three BillsofSale. By the first James Lamey of Newp art sold 16/64ths in the s.v.
Ann of Salcornbe to Thomas Arthur Slee, mariner, for £112 IOs. By the second,
Amelia Larney, widow, of Appledore, sold 16/64ths in the same vessel to
Thomas Arthur Slee for a similar sum. Thus Slee owned a half of the shares in
the Ann, the other 32j64ths being owned by Claude Chugg of Braunton. SIee
worked the Ann along the North Devon Coast with cargos of Welsh coal. He
accumulated enough capital to buy out Chugg in 1929 for £200. By the time that
Tom became sole owner of the Ann she was an auxiliary vessel with a 15 b.h,p.
engine. .

In 1929 things were bee oming bad for small coasting vessels, and no doubt
Claude Chugg congratulated himself on getting rid of his share in an elderly and
increasingly expensive vessel. Tom Slee however was only following Ihe
instinctive ploy of the countryman to buy at the bottom of the market , in the
expectation that things could only improve.

An Insurance Policey with the Braunton Shipowners' Mutual Insurance
Association has the Ann, Capt. T . Slee, insured for £250 from June. 1930 to June,
(931. There a re a few other cl ocuments re lali ng to the Associa t io n - a receipt
from the Secretary, June, 1931 for a Quarterly Contribution on £250 at 3% per
annum, £1 7s. 6d.; a Yearly Call - as per call sheet £2 7s. Od. and Quarterly
Call in arrears £3 IOs. 6d. Total £5 178. 6d . The Quarterly Call for the Ann
was calculated as one shilling per ton on 47 tons, totalling £3 lOs. 6d.

There are various bills of the type a small shipowner might be expected to
have to deal with. £3 Is. Id. for paint and oil, £14 2s. 8d. to William Braund,
the local sailmaker, £39 6s. Od. to the New Quay Drydock at Appledore, There
is also a very detailed account for £ 19 IOs. Id. to W. H. Bray of the Vena tor Saw
Mills, Braunton, who described himself on his billhead as "wheelright, joiner
and undertaker, ship repairer and boat builder".
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In October, 1930 Tom Slee gave up sailing the Ann and set up as a Coal,
Coke and Firewood Merchant. He put R. Parkhouse in as master , followed by
George Coates in 1932. From October, 1930 to August, 1933 Tom Slee kept a
careful Cargo list, which gives a detailed view of her work at that time. During
the period covered by the list the Ann made 126 passages, on 76 of which cargo
was carried, the remainder being ligh t. Wi th the exception of a few sand or gravel
cargoes from Braunton to Gloucester, all the cargoes. were of coal from Lydney,
Burry Port, Sharpness or Swansea. These cargoes were unloaded at Braunton,
Ilfracornbe , Porlock or Minehead. There is no evidence as to the profiability of
the Ann, but the early 1930s were bad years for small coasters and many of the
Braunton vessels were laid up in Braunton Pill. On August 5, 1933 the Ann took
a cargo from Sharpness to Porlock, She left Porlock on August [4 and arrived in
Braunton Pill on August 16. Tom Slee wrote the words "Layed up" at the end of
the cargo list. The An n joined the other local vessels moo red in the Pill. S lee's
career as a shipmaster was ended.

There is a postscript covered by two newspaper cuttings and two picture
postcards. A cutting from the North Devon Herald, dated November 22, 1931
reported "Unprecedented Scenes at Braunton" and described the happenings at
Vellator Quay the previous Sunday afternoon. A crowd of some 500 people
assembled at the quay as the Ann, Capt. R. Parkhouse, arrived with a coal cargo
from South Wales. As she approached the quay some half a dozen men including
Tom Slee, removed a recently built galvanised iron shed, wire fences and posts,
all of which they alleged obstructed the proper mooring of the Ann or any other
vessels . The newspaper account makes it plain that this was an orderly, pre
arranged demonstration by men who felt that their immemorial rights of
mooring were threatened . The sequel is described in a cutting from the North
Devon Herald of July 2, 1932 which reported the case in the Barnstaple County

Court when Wm . Isaacs and Son of Braunton sued R . Parkhouse, T .A . Slee,
Wm. Mullen, Stanley Rogers and W.H. Mitchell, all mariners of Braunton for
damages resulting from the above actions. It was stated that the costs of the
defence were paid for by the Braunton Shipowners' Mutual Insurance Asso
ciation. The third cutting dated August 25 stated that a verdict was given in
favour of the defendants.

Tom Slee renamed the thatched cottage in South Street in which he had
been born and where he was to die 'The Mooring Post', I have no doubt from my
conversations with him that he thoroughly enjoyed his part in the Braunton
Quay Dispute, as it was called, just as in the last decade of his life he enj oyed his
successful fight to prevent the closure of the road across Braunton Burrows.
There remain the two picture postcards. One shows the crowd at VeIlator Quay
on that November day in 1931 with the Ann arriving and the crowd attacking the
obstructions. The second card is a close-up of the Ann. Along the outside of her
port side from the bows to the mizzen riggi ng is pai nted in neat letters, 18inches
high the Latin tag - Dulce est desipere in loco - Sweet it is to play the fool on
the right occasion. Not a bad note on which-to close this summary of a North
Devon mariner's pape~.

CONFERENCES

The 1977 Autumn conference was held at Queen Elizabeth Community
College, Crediton, on Saturday, 5th October. The morning speaker was Michael
Aston wh 0 ga ve -an interesting illustrated talk on "Fieldwork parish surveys and
the landscape". The article on aerial photography in the present number was
partly written as a result of this talk. In the afternoon there was a panel meeting
largely concerned with the history of Crediton and the forthcoming celebration
of St. Boniface born in Credito n thirtee n hund red years ago or so. This will be an
'international' event. Some seventy members attended the conference.

The Spring-Conference of 1978 was held at Newton Abbot on Saturday,
11th March. David St. John Thomas, Director of David and Charles, spoke on
"Railways in Devon" in the morning and there was a panel on the "Fight for
Monuments in Devon" in the afternoon. In all about eighty people attended.

The A.G.M. of the S .C.D.H. will be held at Exeter on 13th May. The
morning speaker will be Crispin Gill, Editor of the Countryman and for a long
time associated with the Western Morning News, and author of books on
Devonshire subjects. He will speak on "Devon Turnpikes". Our next President,
W . Best Harris, will take the Chair. Mrs. Sheila Stirling is to be the new Editor of
the Devon Historian as from the A.G.M. She is Librarian at the Devon and
Exeter Institution, 7 The Close, Exeter.

The Autumn Conference will take place at Torrington 00 11th November,
and the Spring Conference at Cullompton on 3rd March.
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MORETONHAMPSTEAD AND DISTRICT MUSEUM AND LOCAL
HISTORY SOCIETY

R.O. Heath and F.K. Theobald

On 26th February, 1965 nine people met ill the house ofa Mrs. Johnson, a
local Estate Agent and formally inaugurated the Moretonhampstead and
District Local History Group. Only one further meeting was held that year when
five of the original nine were present with two new recruits, From small
beginnings ....

Mrs. Johnson was the Chairman and meetings were soon big enough to
justify a move to the local library. Since these early days the programme has
settled down to regular monthly meetings with eight local or guest speakers. the
Annual General Meeting, at least two summer walk abouts and .othcr visits.
Meetings in the earlier years seldom exceeded 18 but in 1969 there was a con
siderable upsurge in membership and the small room then available in the
Library became too small and necessitated a move to the local Freemasons Hall.
Most lectures now attract 40 or more members with over 50on special occasions.
Annual dinners are held and the 1977dinner was so popular that no hostelry in
the town could accommodate the numbers and the venue was moved to Steps
Bridge Hotel. DUI of a membership of 77 (over 5% of the population) 60
'historians' and 5 guests sat down to dinner. The Guests included Ian Mercer,
the Dartmoor National Park Officer. and Robin Stancs, the Editor of this
journal.

So much for statistics - but what of the Society's achievements? In 1967
the word 'Museum' was incorporated in the title. The Society does not have a
museum, as such, but it was decided that it would be better to make a special
effort once a year (during, say, the Village Carnival Week) and hold an
exhibition of historic interest. This ambition was helped considerably by Devon
County Council offering the Society the sole use of a large former billiard room
over the Moretonhampstead Library. This room is just large enough for
meetings provided members do not increase much beyond the present level but
not for a permanent museum as well. Two of the exhibitions have now been held
with considerable success. Items displayed have been flints to photographs,
butter pats, uniforms, dresses, paperweights, spinning, weaving, Honiton lace
making, deeds and documents, a very gruesome collection of surgical instru
ments and many other items connected with the past of the village. In this
current year the exhibition will concentrate on dresses and uniforms together
with connected items such as shoes, handbags, lace, etc.

What about our achievements regarding our own local history? Lectures
are not solely concerned with Moreton's past history. Guest speakers cover a
wide range of subjects v-- The County Archives, Exeter Cathedral, Railways of
Devon, Barometers, Dartmoor Prison, Folklore, Roman Excavations in Exeter
and so forth. Expeditions have been made to various sites on Dartmoor, to
historic buildings in Exeter and elsewhere including Powderham Castle, the
home of our Manorial Lords for half a millenium. Apart from their entertain-
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ment value, this wider range of lectures and expeditions provides an indispen
sable background knowledge which is so essential to a proper understanding of
Moreton's place in the bistory of this part of Devonshire. Morcton DID have a
place. in that history, a fact which is being brought out more and more by our
own indigenous lecturers. The Society does not lack local talent!

First and foremost there is Mrs. E.R. Leadbetter a founder member and
Chairman from 1968 to 1976, and now Life President. Apart from her wide
knowledge of local affairs, she can claim to be an authority on the murder of
Jonathan May in 1835,a local 'cause celebre' which ultimately became a matter
?f national concern. George Friend. our Parish Clerk. who joined the Society
In 1966, Vice-Chairman for 8 years and an acknowledged authority on matters
Moretonian, has a vast store of information and an historic collection of early
photographs including one depicting the devastation in Cross Street after the
disastrous fire of 1845. Mr. Friend can always command a full house, and one
day we hope he will find time to complete the book which has occupied his few
spare moments for many past years, Virginia Sandon has been a member since
1965.,She is an authority on prehistory, who includes among her many talents
an ability to translate the abbreviated Latin of ancient documents. Nick Sand on,
who reads those documents as fluently as a child's story book, is also a member.

. Th~re are ~thcrs who ha~e made a special study of various aspects of local
history. Industries, the 1840TIthe Map, deeds of local properties, and such; and
1977,has seen the writings of two of our members appear in print. The first to be
published was 'Walks in the Dartmoor National Park .~ No. I ---- from
Mo~etonhampstead, Manaton, and Lustleigh', produced in the Dartmoor
National Park Departm~nt by Elizabeth Prince who is one of our younger
members and our Booking Secretary. The style and content of this booklet
s~rely heralds much more to come from the same pen. More directly concerned
With our town is 'Sparrowhawk. The Story of Moretonhampstead' by
R.O. Heath, which is reviewed elsewhere in this issue.

With all the foregoing activities, enthusiasm and effort has anything really
been achieved? Has anything been discovered that was previously unknown? Do
local history societies like this still have a part to play in this last quarter of the
20th century?

As far as Moreton is concerned the answer to all three questions is a
resounding 'yes'. Our success as a Society is self-evident, and is a clear indication
that ~e ~re addin? something to the quality of life in our community. Dis
covenes III the stnct sense of the word have not been made, little has been
uncovered that had not previously been recorded in standard reference books or
scat~ered in ?dd sentences throughout numerous publications and manuscripts;
but III the Wider sense we have certainly 'discovered' that Moreton does have a
history, a fact which has so far not been recognised. And much still remains to be
uncovered about this 'factious place called Moreton', which in itself is a
sufficient r.eason for the exist~n~c of any 'amateur' local history society. Success
and long life to all such Societies!
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The future? A full programme has been planned for over a year ahead. The
first lecture this year was on the Geology of Dartmoor by [an Mercer of the
Dartmoor National Park Committee. Other well known lecturers have been
booked and a Spring visit has been arranged to the newly opened National
Trust house at Killerton.
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INDUSTRIAL HOUSING IN DEVON BE(o'ORE 1770

Stanley D. Chapman

The characteristics of industrial housing before 1770can be discerned from
the work of students of vernacular architecture, urban history, capital formation
and other specialisms. Part of the growing population was accommodated by
dividing and overcrowding existing houses, part by the infilling of burgage plots
with a variety of workshops, tenements and a clutter of other small buildings.
Studies of particular towns have shown that the street frontages of the main
thoroughfares were occupied by the late middle ages. Urban houses occupied
narrow frontages but the plots were deep so that extensions to the rear were not
only the most obVIOUS growth point but in most cases the only direction in whieh
new development could take place. The process of accretion of small buildings
might begin with a separate kitchen and proceed by additions of a washhouse,
coal house, brewhouse, stable, workshops and sometimes tenements, the whole
forming a yard or court in which domestic, farm and industrial buildings were
mingled together as tradition and need dictated':

In these situations it was a common practice to change and adapt buildings
to different uses as the occupation of the owner (or tenant) changed or trade
prospered or declined. The practice was especially common through the
eighteenth century because multiple occupations were common, especially where
the local market was restricted or where (as in the case of the textile industries)
the market for the product was volatile because of sudden shifts in fashion or
overseas demand. Consequently, a small tradesman would very frequently be a
clothier and maltster, or sergcmaker and shopkeeper, or an innkeeper and
woolman, shifting the emphasis of his interests and the use of his property from
one employment to another as trade dictated. The use of inns and inn yards for a
variety of trading activities also led to the building of more or less permanent
lodgings and storerooms whose use also shifted with the winds of trade. The
earliest, and for long the most extensive industrial housing, was to be found III

these busy yards and clutter of industrial and commercial building>,
Local variations will no doubt appear in profusion as the historians'

reconstruction'of the pattern of urban growth takes its patient and plodding
course. For the present purpose it is probably sufficient to acknowledge the
inevitable existence of local variations and mention two that are particularly
relevant to the present study. The width of street frontages does not appear to
have been standardised anywhere but surviving buildings suggest that they were
typically wider in some towns than others. Considerable differences can be
found within one county; for instance in Devon the frontages in Exeter,
Crediton and Cullompton are wider than those in Tomes. The consequence was
that burgage plot development could be not only L-shaped but also If-shaped
and so grow into an enclosed court. There is amplc evidence of this development
in the Devon serge making towns in the middle decades of the eighteenth
century. Another interesting local variation is the conversion of out-buildings
(including workers' tenements and agricultural buildings) from one use to
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Source; Sun Fire Office Registers. Guildhall library, London.

The smallest, chtilpo::st accommodation consisted ot'onc 1,1Wroom' ranging from three III ~i~

yards square, built over stables or tucked away at the hack of a yaro. These single rooms wcr~

rented for 4d, a week, mostly to impoverished widows and spinsters.. ,.('<lltagcs occupied bv
working class families with four or five people lIsual1~· had two rooms, a living room with a
sleeping chamber above. Onrbc whole these room, me~sured 14feet each way. and their rent
was 6d. a week, For 9d. a week an artisan could rent 11slightly larger cottage with rooms 20
feet square. TlIc,e variations in size and rent meant a great deal in terms of ph)"ical comfort
and status to those who passed their lives inside their walls. But taking one place with
another, working men rented houses of one or two rooms with 11 Boor space between the
e~trellles of nine and tbiny-six square yards).

Moving to the other side of the Pennines, it is not difficult to find evidence for a
similar kind of property at the period. At Old ham, it was said that 'The cottages
of the working population were mostly formed of mis-shapen stone and rude
pieces of timber plastered over with clay and thatched with straw - they were
generally one storey, the sleeping apartment being mostly a separate room on the
ground floor. Both compartments were open to the roof [i.e. lacked ceilings),
and but ill-supplied with light or air. ...'8 In the industrial Midlands at the middle
of the eighteenth century the same primitive standard is evident. Reinhold
Augerstein, a Swede who was visiting Wolverhampton in 1753, noted in his
journal:

Toward evening I took a walk in the town. which hus adiamcter of about one English mile as
is pr(l~ided with a goodly number of well-built houses of brick. On the outskirts of the town.
where most of the artisans live, there J.{~ also many wretched hovels. which clearly show that
also in this place the worker is left with (he bones while the Olerchant takes the meat {Ilf
himself".

The plates included in Deering's Nottingham Vetll.~el Nova(J 75 t)convey a very
similar impression of the centre of the framework knitting industry. They illus
trate a kind of dwelling that must have been all too familiar at the time - a one
roomed shanty that was dark, damp, draughty and desperately overcrowded.

These fragments of evidence are too few to constitute a total picture, but
they are at least consistent. The Devon data serves to caution us about sweeping
generalisations but it seems safe to conclude that, before 1770, industrial
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another, as owners shifted the emphasis of their interests or the property
changed hands. In Devon. the open-trooted cattle stalls known as linhays (or
linneys) were sometimes used as spinning 'galleries' or (as 'chain linncys') for
'warping the chains' --- that is, prepa ring the yarn [or t hc looms" In Scotland, at
the same period, a Flux mill converted from a square of tenements is recorded
and other conversions from domestic to industrial use and vice versa can be
found scattered through the records'.

Taking Britain as a whole, the most complete record of the development of
these innumerable 'back yard' industrial communities is to be found among the
voluminous records of the early insurance companies'. The insurance policies
of the larger urban property owners give a vivid picture of the tangle of Indus
trial, domestic and retail property that was spreading rapidly in some of the
industrial towns at the period. A more detailed analysis of early industrial
housing demands that the policies of one region be brought into closer focus.
Devon has been chosen for this purpose for two distinct reasons. Its eighteen tb
century importance as an industrial county is beyond question; Dcfoe described
it as a county 'so full of great towns, and those towns so full of people , and those
people so universally employed in trade and manufactures, that not only it
cannot be equalled in England, but perhaps not in Europe'. The Devon serge
industry was more or less static through the eighteenth century but was not
extinguished until the rapid rise of the cotton industry in the 1790s. The other
reason for the choice of Devon is the purely practical one that the early appear
ance of the practice of fire insurance in the county has resulted in a long series of
inventories of ind ustrial property for which there is no eq ual in any other county
or other set of archives. For the period 1750-70 there are policies for more than
400 firms situated ill over sixty towns and villages in the Devon textile industry
and these have been combed for information on workers' housing".

The impression gained from the large number of insurance policies
available for Devon is that, before 1770, when then: were still plenty of open
spaces to be filled up. most of the accommodation for workers was being
provided in the growing number of yards and courts. The policies do not always
state the number of tenements and sometimes the cntuations group a number of
domestic and industrial buildings together. However, the majority give more
precise information and an analysis of the average valuations of tenements listed
in textile entrepreneurs' policies is set out in Table J. The data must be inter
preted by reference to valuations of other kinds of property. A stable was usually
valued at £ 10 at the period and a small barn of the kind that would stand in a
yard, the same sum. A tenement valued in the first category (up to £9) implies
something inferior to a stable, in the second category (£10~£19)snggests a one
roomed dwelling slightly more comfortable than a stable, perhaps with a loft for
sleeping, while the third category (£20-£29) would suggest a rudimentary two
roomed dwelling. Nearly 80 per cent of the houses in the table fall into these
descriptions.

These inferences are consistent with what we know of working-class
housing in other parts of England at the time. Thus Rimrner writes of the earliest
courts of Leeds that:
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housing in England was much like that of artisans and the 'labouring poor'
generally and that in most cases it was no better than much of that found on the
margins of towns in underdeveloped countries of the world today.
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STAUNTON - A DESERTED SOUTH HAMS VIl.LAGE

Christian Michell and Margaret Common

Staunton or Stanton lies about two miles north east of the village of
Loddiswell in the South Hams. Early topographical writers spoke of the parish
of Loddiswell as being composed of two villages, Staunton and Loddiswell.
Today apart from a fairly recent bungalow and a cottage all that remains of
Staunron are broken pieces of walling almost lost in the undergrowth,
occasional garden plants are a poignant reminder of the inhabitants of the past.

The first reference to Stauruon is in the thirteenth century. From then on
until the cnd of the last century there isdocumentary evidence to show that there
was a settlement of some size at Staunton. In 1262 the Lordship of Loddiswell
was in the hands of Bva de Cantilupe. She gave, in herwidowhood. 100shillings
of land ill her Manor of Loddiswell to the Church of SI. Mary Studicy, in
Warwickshire, and to the Canons there, for the soul of her husband William.
Amongst other names mentioned were Eqith de Staunton and Martin de
Stauntou who held a ferling of land each, The moor of Stalinton is also
mentioned. (This is probably the Blackwcll and Blackpool of the Sorley Charter
of 992 whose bounds as determined by Professor Finberg run close to Staunton.)
The Devonshire Lay Subsidy of 1332adds something to this, since it states that
loan de Staunton was a taxpayer at that date.

Nothing more can be discovered about Staunton until after the Dissolution
of the Monasteries, when in 1557, Katherine Charnpcmowne, widow, late the
wife of Philip Champcmowne, and Arthur Champernowne together received a
grant of lands in Webbeton in Loddiswell These lands are named as 'late of
Studlcy Priory, Co. Warwick.' A list of lands includes "Steunton Moor and all
other places belonging to the same, with a messuage, a furlong-and a parcel of
moor in the lordship of Loddiswcll in the tenure of John Scoos the younger.and
a yearly rent of 14". paid for the commons called Staunton Moor".

Further details are provided by a survey of Loddiswell of 1602/3 done for
the Arundetls of Lanheme, who were then Lords of the Manor of Loddiswell.
This included parts of Staunton. Amongst the frecholders was "Helen Carswell
widow, who hokjcth certain lands in free socage and payeth to the Lord Is. and
two suits of court" for her lands in Staunton. The customary tenants included
John Cawker who "holdeth, by copy, a tenement and one furlong of land there
by rent of 185. 6d." In addition, he occupied part of the moor-called Stonlands.
Symon Dery had "a tenement at Staunton containing one terung by rent of 26$.
I Id. and pasture for one beast in Stonland". Stonland may be another name for
Staunton moor, the name Staunton or Stanton probably meaning the "farm
built of stone" or the "farm in a stony place". The map clearly shows Stoncland
Moor.

Staunton appears to have passed next to the Carews, since a survey made
for them of "Staunton moores" ill 1676 speaks of eight people paying rent. In
1683 a survey of Webbeton manor speaks of it as "now in the hands of Sir John
Carew".
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By the middle of the eighteenth century Staunton had apparently no less
than 26 houses. This is recorded in Dean Milles enquiry of about 1754.
Loddiswell was only twice the size with 50 houses.

Staunton seems to have begun its decline from that time onwards. The
census returns of 184J, \851 and 1861 reveal that there were then only 12houses
there in which 66 people lived in 1841, but only 54 in 1861. The Tithe Map of
1839 reveals Staunton as it was then. What may be 12 houses are clearly
identifiable, though only eight are stated to be houses. It is possible to see where
other houses may once have been; possibly in 742, 737,797,796 and less clearly
in 778 and 759. No. 764 was a farm house belonging to Servington Penney and
in it lived 5 people. That house has quite disappeared but on its site is a new
bungalow. Benjamin Bond, who farmed 100 acres, lived at 766 and 767 and his
household consisted of twelve people. All this has gone except the southern wall
and a barn was made on this site in 1870. The Keepers cottage at 783 has gone
completely, as have 784 and 779 and what was a house at 794 is now another
barn. The only remaining old cottage is 768 which is still occupied. There are
remains of walls 4 to 7 feet high and under the present surface of-760 and 761
are foundations.

However, despite its decline in size from the time of the Milles survey, it
seems that Staunton was still a thriving community. In 1846 a Bible Christian
Chapel was built at Staunton. THis stood in the north east corner of 743. It was
built by the Peek family of Hazelwood in Loddiswcll and it had seating for 117.
There were already two places of worship in Loddiswell village and another
Bible Christian Chapel had been built at Hazelwood a year earlier, also
presumably at the expense of the Peeks. The Ecclesiastical census of 1851gave
the average afternoon attendance at Staunrou Chapel as 50 adults and 6Q in the
evening. The Sunday attendance averaged 34, No doubt most of these people
did not live at Stuunton, but the figures are impressive. However as the century
went on the attendance dwindled and in 1897 Kclly's Directory recorded that
the Chapel "was very irregularly used". It was pulled down before 1914 and the,
stones reused. At the time of the building of the Chapel there was a mine being
worked at Blackdown, close to where the old "motte and bailey" of Loddiswell
Rings is. This was partly financed by local people. In 1847it was raising lead ore
but it closed down before 1850. White's Directory of 1851refers to a copper mine
opened in 1826. This closure may have made some small contribution to the
depopulating of Staunron but the village at other times serns to have been
agricultural. At any rate by 1906 there wasjust one house standing, inhabited by
a gamekeeper but he too departed in 1918. Now, as has been described, there are
two houses, where once there was a flourishing village of 26 or more.

H is not easy to explain what caused this decline and eventual disappear
ance. Traditionally Staunton was not healthy. It was surrounded by boggy
ground. The late Mrs. Florence Rundlc of Loddiswell said that when she was a
girl, nearly a hundred years ago, she was warned not to go to Staunton Moor for
there was disease there.

During the time which is described in the Parish registers as the "Plague
time, anno 1590" about one in eight of the population died of the plague between
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March and September. Amongst those who died were members of the Wyet,
Pytt and Cooke family, some of whom are known to have lived at some time at
Stauntcn. About one third of those who died came from these families. Thirty
years later the Phillips family of Staunton suffered very regular losses. In 1621
William the son and Maric the daughter of John Phillips died. In April 1628
John Phillips and his daughter Margarer both died and another SOn in July and
yet another member of the family a little later. It has been suggested that these
deaths were caused by typhus originally brought back by soldiers from
Buckingham's expeditions who landed at Plymouth and Dartmouth.
Loddiswell register records the deaths of two soldiers in 1625, who do not seem
to have been local men. But the gap between 1625and [628 seems rather long for
that ".

There is another possible reason for the decline of Staunton. Until 1893
it was much less isolated than it is. Three times a day a coach passed Blackdown
from Kingsbridge for Wrangaton, where trains could be boarded. Alternatively,
ill the same way Kingsbridgc could be visited. It was one mile from Staunton to
the coach road and Staunton was better served by public transport then than
Loddiswell is today. However, in IS93 the Kingsbridgc-Brcnt railway was
opened, the coaches stopped and Staunton's communications were cut. By this
time the Chapel was little used, the school (now compulsory) was two miles
away and farm work demanded fewer men perhaps. By the beginning of this
century Staumon had virtually gone. Devon has apparently few deserted
villages, in comparison to other counties. Here is one whose history may very
well be matched by other similar sites in the county, so far unrecognised.

* Editors Note. If Staunton was boggy, this sickliness may have been caused
by some form of malaria. The Milks enquiry record" that health improved very
largely at Seaton and Powdcrham after the draining of the marshes there. The
"Ague" disappeared. Tertiary and quartan ague which frequently occurred in
seventeenth century England, seem to have been some form of malaria. Those
suffering from endemic malaria may have offered less resistance to other
diseases.
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AIR PHOTOGRAPHS FOR THE DEVON HiSTORIAN

Waiter E. Minchinton

Air photographs can help the local historian in a number of ways -- in
identifying sites. in investigating crop patterns, in analysing town developments
and in other ways.

There are three types of sources on which historians in Devon can draw to
obtain aerial photographs which can be of two types: (a) vertical, taken at
right angles to the ground, and (b) oblique so that shadows can be used to aid
identification of sites.
(a) Vertical air photographs (available in public repositories)

I. The West Country Studies Library, Exeter Library, Castle Street.
Has oblique photographs covering cast Devon area taken mostly by
Aerofiims Ltd. during the past fifteen years; also 8 in. square black and
white oblique photographs of Exeter and other major Devon towns.
They can be consulted during office hours.

2. County Planning Office. County Hall, Topsham Road, Exeter. Has
a complete set (stereo cover) for Devon of black and white RAF
vertical photographs taken mainly in 1947 (scale 1:10560). Viewing
by application during office hours.

3. Dartmoor National Park, County Hall, Topsharn Road, Exeter.
Telephone Exeter 77977, extension 714 (Mrs. Christine White). The
Dartmoor National Park Authorityhascolour air photographs made
in 1969 of the open moor only, not fringes (scale 1:10,000); colour
air photographs made in 1975 of the whole moor (not stereo cover,
scale 1:10,000); black and white air photographs made in 1975of the
whole moor (stereo cover, scale 1:24,000). They may be consulted by
members of the public during office hours; it may save inconvenience
to telephone first.

4. Air Photographs Unit, Department of the Environment, Thames
House South, Millbank, London, S.W.!. Telephone 01-211 6216.
Has a'set of black and white RAF verticals taken 1945onwards for the
whole country; various scales. They will need grid reference and/or
parish and area.

(b) Vertical (Plan/air photographs/commercial)
The three firms listed below stock a wide variety of air photographs. They
generally need to be given the grid reference, approximate area and scale of
photograph required. They tend to be expensive. The firms are ;-

5. Fairey Surveys Ltd., Reform Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire.
6. Hunting Surveys Ltd., 6 Elstree Road, Boreham Wood, Herts.
7. Meridan Air Maps Ltd.. Commerce Way, Lancing, Sussex.

(c) Other photograph depositories :-
Here there are three sources :-
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8. Department of History, Archaeology Section, University of Exeter.
The Section has a miscellaneous collection of air photogra phs built up
largely for teaching purposes.

(i) Vertical photographs :~

RAF cover of areas of Dartmoor, particularly Horridge
Common: taken in 1951, 1967, 1968.
Fairey Surveys Ltd: photographs of reservoir sites on Dartmoor:
taken 1968.

(iil Oblique photographs :~

Photographs of archaeological sites from the following sources:
Cambridge University Collection, Acrofilms Ltd., Harold
Wingham, Cheltenham Aero Club.

Though not normally available for use by the public, any person requiring
access to the collection should apply in writing to Archaeology Section,
Department of History, University of Exeter, Queen's Building, Exeter,
EX' 4QH.

9. Cambridge University Committee for Aerial Photography -._. Pro
fessor J.K.S. St. Joseph, Mond Building, Free School Lane,
Cambridge, CB2 3RF.
Professor SI. Jcseph ha~s a wide selection of air photographs mainly of
carthworks and cropworks. He needs la be told parish andj or grid
reference and/or site for which the photograph is required.

10. Air Photographs Unit, National Monuments Record ....- Mr. J.
Hampton, Fortress House. 2J Savile Row, London, W!X 2AA.
Mr. Hampton has a smaller collection, mainly of cropworks. He needs
to be told the grid reference of kilometre grid square.

GARDEN EARTHWORKS

During landscaping in the 16th and 17th centuries garden carthworks were
often erected, as at Low Ham and Hardington in Somerset. In some cases later
landscaping may have removed them. Michael Aston who talked to the Standing
Conference for Devon History at Crcditon in November would welcome infor
mation .---. including documentary evidence - for gardens or ornamental parks
with earthworks created between 1500 and 1700. Please write to him at the
County Planning Department. County Hall, Somerset. TA I 4DY.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF EXETER AND DEVON HISTORY, A SECOND
LIST

Waiter I':. Minehinton

In Devon Historian 8 (April, 1974) a list of the various contributions made
by members of the University of Exeter was published. Four years later it seems
sensible to publish a second list bringing the position up-to-date. In order to
make reference easy, this list follows the pattern of the previous one.

A. Publications of the History of Exeter Research Group
No further volumes were issued and the Group has now been dissolved.

B. Other publications of the University of Exeter on Devon History

Nicholas I. Orme. Education in the west of England, 1066-1548 (1976)

Basil G. Skinner, Henry Francis Lyte: Brixham's Poet and Priest (1974)

C. Exeter Papers in Economic History -

9. Waiter Minchinton, cd. Capital formation in the south-west
(1978)

10. Jeffrey Porter, ed. Education and labour in the south-west
(1976)

11. Walter Minchinton, ed. Population and marketing: two studies
in the history of the south-west (1976)

D. University of Exeter theses

(a) Geography
Graham J.N. Hawkins, The origin and growth of the towns of Topsham
and Tiverton. MA, 1971
(b) History

Mrs. Mary P.D. Collison, The Courtenay Cartulary from Powderham
Castle, Devon. Vols. I and II. MA, 1972

David L'Robotham. Population change in Britain, 1600-1841, the
example of Topsham, Devon. MA, 1972

Roger R. Sellman, Public elementary education in rural Devon, 1833
1903: the locality and the State. PhD, 1973

(c) Sociology
Peter H.N.D'Abbs. Rural depopulation and rural industrialisation: a
case study of north Devon. MA, 1976

Geoffrey S. Duncan, Church and society in earty-victorian Torquay.
MA, 1972
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Local Hislory Essays. Department of Economic History

Various topics
Gillian M. Babb. Mount Gould: the building of a twentieth century
church. 1975
WiUiam Bakstad, New Tiverton turnpike. 1976
Michacl L.J. Beck and Michncl C. Henman, A farm survey: u.stansncal
analysis of groups of farms and farm incomes in the south west. 1975

Michael J. Berthoud, The development of dairy farming in east Devon
since the war. 1975
Graham R. Blackburn, The coastal coal trade of Devon in the latter half
of the nineteenth century. 1974

Alcx Blues, The Dartmoor blowing houses. 1974
David J. Brindle, Brixham fishing trawlers - a statistical analysis of the
crew lists 1880-1899. 1975

John W. Brown, Disorder and discontent in Devon c.1830-1850_ 1974

Peter Butler, Silverton parish school to 1870. 1976

Christopher C. Coughlin, Exeter hospital. 1976

Timothy Cullcn, The cinematograph halls of Devon. 1974

Robert E. Day, The history of Mont-te-Grand. 1974
Conrad H. Dixon, The Exeter whale fishery company. 1976

Elizabeth A. Dufton, Judy A. Kynnersley, Robert M. McMiIlan and
Elizabeth F. Ruse, Industrial housing in Devon. 1974
Chrisnnc Edginton, A guide la industrial archaeology in Tiverton. [974

David Edwards, The bread riots in Exeter, [854. 1974

Richard W. Farr, The Trinitarian Controversy in Exeter and its
economic and social aspects. 1976.

Alien P. Gear, The pattern of land holdings in South Huish, south
Devon, 1776~1842. /976

John M. Hailey, Devonshire landowners and industrial development
1780-1914. 1974
Philip J. Hawkins, The history of Silverton since J840. 1976

Sean F. Holden, The poor law in Devon. 197ti

Christopher T. Hughes. An examination of provincial newspapers in
Devon. !975
Diana James, The agricultural depression of Devon 186B~1895. 1974

David Mark Jones. Exmouth water works. 1976

Step hen M. Jcnes. The Devon brick industry in the twentieth century.
[975
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Michael Laizans. Devonshire marble: a look into the rise and decline of
a small industry In south Devon. [974
Inn M. Lawrence, Devon population trends and developments, !921-71.
1975
Richard C.W. Lister, Woodland use in the Teign valley. 1974
Mary Mcl.cod, Exeter and Crediton navigation. 1974

Nicholas Monteith, The 1871 census in Devon. !974

Stcphcn Mulberry, Shipwrecks around the Devonshire coast, 1850-99:
a study. 1974
Denzil P,J.W. Murray-Lee. The history of Lustleigh. [976

Ian A. Neil. The declining port: a study of Exeter as a port from 1860 to
present day. [975
Timothy G. Norman, Mining at Mary Tavy -- whcal Friendship and
Wheal Betsy. 1976
Scamus D. O'Hea, The history of Bridford, [801-1851. 1976
David R. Oliver, Buildi ng and civil engineering disputes of August 1963
(with special reference to Devon). 1975

Ocraldine Paddon, Arsenic mining. 1976
Michael Pardoe, Holiday trade in the south west (To-bay). 1975

Deborah Potter, Tuberculosis in Exeter 1914-1955: a study. 1974
Angela Randall, The role of Devon charities in the age of the welfare
state. 1975
Nicholas Revolt.Holiday facilities Teignmouth - Sidmouth 1850-1914.
1975
Susan J. Roberts, The Exeter Turnpike Trust. 1974
Chcryl Rogers, The trade of Teignmouth port with specific reference
to the periods 1880~1890 and 1900-[910. 1974
Jonatban P. Sanderson, Airfields and air services in Devon and
Cornwall. 1975·
Paul J. Shevlin, Westcountry fishermen and the Barbary pirates in the
later seventeenth century. [976
Simon Standish, Topsham and its shipbuilding industry 1700-1870.
1974
Rhoda H. Stanford, Industrial history of east Devon. 1974
Christine Taylor, Port of Exeter 1890-19[4. 1976

leremy Walford. A study of the Barnstapte gas works 1832~1920. 1976
Caroline J. White, Banking in Exeter 1820~1835. 1974

Anthony J. Williams, The cattle plague of 1865-1867 in Great Britain
with specific reference to Devon. 1975
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(ii)

F.

Watermill Surveys

jnnet M. Mills, Devon watermills, 1086-1850. 1976

judith P. Reed, Devon watermills, 1850-1950. 1976

Exeter Papers in Industrial Archaeology

5. Christine Edginton, Ttverton's industrial archaeology: a guide
(1976)

6. John Kanefsky, Devon Tollhouses (1976)

7. Waiter Minchinton, Windmills of Devon (1977)
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PAPER IN DEVON by Jean Chitty. Exeter: the author. 1976,72 pp., £LOO
(obtainable clo Exeter Med ical Library, Postgrad uate Med ical Centre. Barrack
Road, Exeter, postage 19p).

During his lifetime, Dr. Alfred Shorter published a number of articles on
papermaking in Devon. Building on his work, Miss Chitty, who is librarian of
the Exeter Medical Library, now tells the story in greater detail. She begins by
setting the history of the Devon paper industry HI perspective, discussing first
the origins of papcrmaking. the raw materials used (animal, mineral, plant and
synthetic fibres), the papermakers themselves, including some consideration of
the role of the trade societies and their wages, though not specifically related to
Devon, and the processes involved in the manufacture, She then has two
chrnllologic"l chapters on the mills themselves. The earliest recorded paper mill
in England was established in Hertfordshire in 1490and the first DeVl)[1 mill was
not recorded until 1683 in Plymouth although paper may have bccn made at
Countess Wear in 16JS. In the eighteenth century a number of tcchnologrcal
improvements were introduced and the industry expanded; by 1800 there were
)9 paper mills in Devon and the peak figureof 41 mills was reached in 1820.
ham then on the number of mills in Devon fell for a variety of reasons: many
were very small and became absorbed into others; the change from water-power
to steam and the invention of the Fourdrinier machine increased capital
requirements; while poor communications added to the cost of obtaining coal
for the new machines and distributing the finished product. Some of the hazards
of the industry are illustrated by three case studies: Kenshum and Huxham Mills
were destroyed by fire and the working life of Tuckenhay Mill was terminated by
bankruptcy. Miss Chitty concludes her study with an account of the six mills
which still operate in the county: Sheepstor Handmade Papers Ltd., Trews Weir
Mill, Reed & Smith's mills at Cullompton and Silverton and Wiggins Tcape's
mills at Hele and Ivybridge. There are three appendices: a translation of the
seventeenth-century Latin poem 'Papyrus', describing the process of paper
making; advice from Mr. .l.S. Mill, manager of Wookey Hole Papermill
1870.96, to his son Frank who succeeded him as manager; and a diary of
'Events in 1875 at the Ivybrldge' mill.

Celia King

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES OF BRITAIN by Anthony
Burton. Weidenfcld & Nicolson. 1977. 160 pp., £5.50. ISBN 0 297 77373 9.

Spurred on by the success of his volume on Remains ora revolution (Andre
Deutscb. 1975), Anthony Burton has now compiled a personal selection of sites
which, to quote the blurb, he finds particularly exciting. which demonstrate
some important point in the history of technology or which are simply beautiful.
And in so doing. Mr. Hurton takes the view that industrial archaeology covers
the whole period of industrial activity and is not confined to an interest in the
developments of the industrial revolution and since. After making this point, the
rest of the book consists of a gazeteer by area --- the South West. the South and
East, the Midlands, the North, Scotland and Wales. Although OS map
references are given, there are no maps and while some attempt is made to
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describe the sites and to place them in the developing story of industrial history,
the range of sites is limited and largely predictable. To Devon is allocated under
three pages -- Brunel's Saltash Bridge. Morwcllham (which apparently is
situated further down the Tamart), the Tavistock Canal, Hay tor granite tram
way. the dapper bridge at Postbridge. Cteve Mill and the Finch Foundry at
Sticklcpath, the Newcnmeu engine at Dartmouth and the Exeter Canal- nine
sites in total is all that there is space for! And none of the 58 black and white
photographs by Clive Coote. which arc not listed, deal with Devon. There seems
little poinr ·1 n the appendix all t fans port systems and the kindest word to descri be
the bibliography is 'pathetic'. While it contains a number of attractive photo
graphs. this is a book which neither advances discussion of the subject nor
adequately serves as it guide to industrial archaeologicalsires in Britain.

Waiter E. Minchinton

SPARROWHAWK: THE STORY OF MORETONHAMPSTf:AD by R.O.
Heath. 94 pp., photographs and plans, obtainable from Chairman of History
Society, 19 Fore Street, Moretonhampstead.

The author's expressed intention is to 'put Morcton back on the map a~ a
town of some historic interest', particularly since successive disastrous fires
have left so little of visible antiquity besides the church and the famous alms
house. His interest, and the great majority of his text, is in the mediaeval period,
dra wing on charters, close rolls, and court records for a surprisingly full account
of manorial and legal (and illegal) business of the Middle Ages as a background
to the development of the market town, 'borough', and woollen centre. Later
records are unfortunately neglected, though the parish registers, at least. arc of
considerable interest (and a separate Presbyterian register survives from the
1670s), and diocesan records show striking evidence for local Dissent and
licensed schoolmasters --- including a grammar school c.1700. The episode of
Napoleonic officer-prisoners on parole, which has left traces in the registers a nd
in the church, is not mentioned; and the 19th century, apart from tires. is left
almost without comment.

This apparent lack of balance detracts somewhat from the work's value as
'the story of Moretonhampstcad'. But the writing is lively, and [actual errors,
despite the author's professed amateur status, are rare (though a knight's fee
was not a cash payment, and a bordar did not 'work full time on the Barton farm
in return for his hut and food'). The text as it stands undoubtedly demonstrates
Moreton's claim to a historic past, and one wishes that the writer had gone
further to give a similar detailed attention to a later period and so provide some
continuity between remoter and more recent times.

R,R,S .
.12

.,

PILTON, ITS PAST AND ITS PEOPLE by M.A. Read. 258 pp., plans and
illustrations; obtainable from the author, J Bradiford. Bamstaple. £5.95 inc.
postage.

In these days of excessive printing costs, it is quite exceptional [0 find such a
lengthy and comprehensive local history as Mrs. Reed's work (though this is
inevitably reflected in the price). Almost every significant aspect of the past of
the parish is covered with a wealth of detail, and extensive transcripts of record
evidence are a marked feature. The record is continuous to the present century
and wen balanced topics dealt with at length being the Domesday manors and
their later development: mediaeval foundations including the Priory, the
church, and the many cha nmes: charities and poor relief; housing, occupations,
and local industry; and communications and services.

Representative wills and inventories arc quoted from late mediaeval times
onwards, and a detailed description is given of all houses of significance
(including the remarkable Bull House wh.iehoriginated as the Prior's reslden~e).

Masses of interesting and useful material have been drawn from manorial,
parish, and PRO sources, and one can well believe that the research took ten
years.

This is the work of an 'amateur' in the best sense of that term, and in places
the gene rat historical comments would have bene fitted from proof-reading by a
professional. This would have removed some lnfelicltes such as 'mesolithic' for
'megalithic'. the idea that manorial feudalism and the liability of freemen to
military service were entirely Norman innovations, that bordar~ 'fed at the lord's
table', and that the appropriation oftithes was a post- Reformanon phenomenon
instead of originating in the grant of rectories to monastic houses. But fora work
of this length such misunderstandings are few, and in general th.ehisto~·ic.al. back
around is well-taken and well-illustrated by the quoted ~atenal. This I.S In ~act
a remarkable production, of outstanding value as a rrune of local historical
information, and reflects great credit both on Mrs. Reed and on Mr. Reed who
financed its publication.

R.R.S.

EXETER - A CITY SAVED? Edited by R. Fonescue-Foulkes for Exeter
Civic Society, 1977.

This is a book to make you weep.

It tells a grim story of the destruction of so much that was fine and which
could so easily have been enhancing the quality of life in E.xeter today. The
causes of this destruction have been various. The greatest single one was, of
course the air raid of 1942 and perhaps there is nothing more to be said about
this than to deplore it as part of the barbarities of war. What seems s? d.readful
is that as much destruction again has resulted from acts of ccmrmssion and
omission all carried out for ostensibly defensible purposes.
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To take but one example, the exigencies of traffic have taken theirtoll down
the years. The turn of the 18th/19th centuries sa w the destruction of some fine
city gates and adjacent houses for the reason that they impeded the traffic flow.
The inf1ue~ee of the motor car was exerted early and readers may be surprised to
learn that It was as early as 1921-24 that the charming area of Paul Street was
demolished to make way for a car park. One draws a veil over what is there now.
Why, one wonders, do the designers of shopping precincts seldom seem to think
of the view from outside as well as the interior? .

The deterioration has by no means stopped. Of the nine subjects in the
'What is at risk' section two remain derelict, one has visibly deteriorated and one
has .disappeared compl?tel.y. All this among the few illustrative examples
possible m a book of this size. .

. Fortu?ately all is n~t gloo~. The Exeter Civic Society, who arc respon
sible for this book, are doing sterling work through their vigilante members and
counei.1. It is very clear that every citizen who has a regard for his city should
buy thIS. bo.okand t~~n support the Society. But is this enough? The book brings
out a slgmrlcan~ ddfe:encc between the post-bombing history of St. Luke's
College and Bedt(~r.d ClfCIlS. In t~e case of the former there was, in the Principal,
someone In a position of authority determined to preserve what was good and
did so. In the case of the tatter this condition apparently did not obtain, to
Exeter's eternal loss. The rnorat is plain.

!I.J.Y.

PARLIAMENT IN ELIZABETHAN ENGLAND: John Hooker's ORDER
AND USAGE. Edited by vernon F.Snow. New Haven and London Yale U.P.
1977 pp. xiv and 221 pp. frontispiece. £10.80. ISBN 0 300 020937'. '

John Hooker is one of Exeter's favourite sons. His work in city affairs and
~is numerol.ls antiquarian and topographical writings, published and un pub
lished, are hlgh~y rcgard~d. Hl~ first-hand account of the Western Rising and the
siege of Exeter lJl 1549, tipped mto the second edition of Holinshcd's Chroetcte
a life of h~s patron, Sir Peter C~rew (first printed in 1840), the description of
Exete~ (printed 1914), all 1l.1ark him out as a zealous local patnot. His assiduous
attent~on.to hIS duties as cI~Y cha.mber.la!n, which involved him gratefully in the
orgamsanon ~nd preservation ot municipal records and his service variously as
coroner, president of the orphans' court, and recorder confirm him as 'a
dedicated and public-spirited Exonian'. But Hooker was more than that. As an
M.P: (incJ.l~din~ a spell in the 1569 Irish parliament, (If which he kept a diary,
.the first o.t Its kind) and ~h.rough energy. intelligence and patronage he became
involved In national politics. This \11 turn led him to make major though if
hitherto somewhat under-valued contributions to our knowledge of the parlia
meats of Elizabeth I.
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Interest in parliament as a working institution --- its structure, procedure,
privileges, officials, its legislative achievements as distinct from its part in
constitutional conflict -~.- has grown in recent years. Hooker in a variety of ways
provides us - in the words of Professor Vernon F. Snow who has edited his 1572
tractate, The Order and usage of the keeping of a Partement in England - 'with
an intelligent insider's picture of parliament in mid-Elizabethan England', an
up-to-date one, whose injunctions werefora few decades adopted as the more or
less official basis for the conduct of Irish Houses of Commons. Dr. Snow's
meticulous edition offers detailed accounts of Hooker's life and writings (the
best I have read), an exact bibliographical essay, an analysis of the tractate's
content and an assessment of its influence and significance that will put Hooker
in his rightful place alongside Henry Elsyng and William Hakewill as a for
mative reporter of parliamentary working and ways.

The Order and Usage does not only describe but points out deficiencies,
notably corrupt electoral practices and the return as M.P.s of 'punie and rash
hedders', often the immature scions and clients of magnates who treated con
stituencies as private property. As an Exeter M.P. Hooker drew throughout not
on mere prejudice but experience. (Sir John Neale has confirmed in his classic
Elizabethan House of Commons a dislike ofcarpet-baggersas a common west
country attitude.) But Hooker's estimate of parliament was fundamentally a
laudatory one, reinforced by his view, much shared by sixteenth and seventeenth
century parliamentarians, that the institution ante-dated the Conquest and that
it was quite unique among European nations. Besides his own tractate Hooker
brought out in 1572 a translation of that 'olde and ancient Lattin Record', the
Modus Tenendi Parliamentum. Professor Snow notes in regard to Hooker's
commentary, which elevates myth into history, that contemporary Devonians
were 'particularly susceptible to ancient legends', believing that Brute, 'founder'
of Britain, landed "not in the South-East but somewhere in Devon, not far from
Totnes, and that Athelstan promulgated his laws not at Westminster but at
Exeter.

Hooker contributed to the concept of parliament as a court, in his own
words 'the hiest, cneefest and greatest court that is or can be within the realm"
and equally to the notion of parliament as a representative institution based on
three estates. Out 'of all this would emerge the theory of mixed monarchy. Thus
concludes Professor Snow, 'thus did the political tenets of the Elizabethan
antiquary remain a living part of the English constitution long after he was laid
to rest in his beloved Exeter'. Not a bad epitaph, and once again students of
Tudcr-Stuart England, in both its national and its local dimensions, have cause
to be grateful to an American historian and an American university press.

Ivan Roots
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MONMOlJTH'S REBELS: THE ROAD TO SlmCEMOOR 1685 by Peter
E'HIc. Wcidenfeld and Nicotson. 1977. pp. x [ and 236. Maps and illustrations.
ISBN 0 297 77884 4.

Monmouth's Rebellion IS a popular theme. A new study appears every
dozen years or so, the last, by Charles Chevenix Trench, The Western Rising, i;l
1969. Or. Peter Earle, who has previously written well on Defoe and Jnrnes 11.
sets out not to celebrate or denigrate the Bastard King himself. who in his view
was 'chosen as a leader because he was availabte.r.nnd not because he was the
Duke of Monmouth', but to find OUI more about the sort of men who followed
him --the rebels. 'A rebellion is nothing without rebels --- you cannot have an
army solely of commanders ... n but since most rebellions' fail and their story is
related mainly by the victors, it is hard to find OUt much that is positive about
revolting rank and file. Little documentary evidence in their. own hands
survives, a decided deficiency, but one Dr. Earle turns almost into an asset.
Instead ~f merely mulling over the same old stuff, asking the same old questions
and gctung much the same old answers - though to be reasonably comprehen
sive he has had to do some of that he struggles with the sort of material used
by demographic historians to draw what he calls 'a profile of the rebels of [685'.
His sources include the so-called Monmouth Roll. compiled from lists of rebels,
suspected or actual, drawn up by parish constables to present to the Grand
Juries of Devon, Dorset and Sofuersct, the Ccmpton ecctesiasucal census of
1676 and the Protestation returns of !641 -- which help to establish the relative
size of population in various places. He also uses parish registers including
almost inevitably those of Colyton, which must by now be regarded as Devon's
greatest gift to demographers. Looking at once critically and imaginatively at
these materials among others Or. Earle concludes that 'the Mournouth episode'
(in Bryan Little's disparaging phrase of 1956) was basically not a peasant butan
urban rising, its adherents mostly shopkeepers and artisans, notably cloth ..
workers, with very few from 'the class of general labourers'. This helps to explain
why the government with the approval of the governing classes were scared into
the violent revenge of Jeffrey's 'campaign in the west'. Their victims were not
bumpkins. not a mindless mob. but men of some self-confidence, spurred by
religious enthusiasm, capable of articulating socio-political ideas and ideals.
Here was a genuine threat to t he cxisting order, a danger symbolised in the sea
green colours of the never -- quite -~.- forgotten Jevdlcrs reputed to be worn bv
some rebels. The Whigs showed a wily appreciation of that by holding aloof in
1685 from both the feckless Duke and from his alarming army. In 1699 the
case was altered. James 11 was got rid of by the right kind of people with
the right sort of programme, one that ran no risks of social change and spoke not
of li.bcrty but liberties '---- or privileges. Revolution in 168R was 'glorious'
precisely because It was conservative. respectable and successful.

, .Dr. Earfe.ha~ written his sch?la rly and persuasi ve survey of 'this last purely
English rchullion very property III the perspective of national history. But the
r.eader whose Interest is hounded by the horizons of the south west will certainly
find plenty here to stimulate and satisfy his provincial ardour.

Ivan Roots
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TUDOR EXETER: TAX ASSESSMENTS 1489·1595 INCUJDlNG THE
MILITARY SURVEY 1522edited by Margery M. Rl)WC. Devon and Cornwall
Record Society, new series, vol. 22, 1977, xix + 106pp. (annual subscription £2),
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PEOPLE TALKING: I MISCELLANEOllS lOp; 2 CHARACTERS OF
EXETER lOp; 3 CHRISTMAS MEMORIES AND NEWTOWN lOp; 4 THE
WF.ST QUARTER l2p; 5 CARNIVALS lZp: 6 WORKING CHilDHOODS
IN WATERBEEAR AND PRESTON STREETS 12p; 7 ST. SIOWELLS
BEFORE 1945 25p; by Jenny Lloyd. (7 parts so far published, obtainable from
Castle Bookshop, Gandy Street, Exeter).

What an eminently worthwhile historical effort Jenny Lloyd has become
involved ill. By recording the 'groundfings' who peopled Exeter in the first half
of this century, she has given voice to a majority who are rarely if ever heard.
They are rather like those pioneers who form the backcloth to Western films and
who trundle across the screen in their covered wagons and poke-bonetts, as mute
historical cyphers. While Mrs. Lloyd would not claim for her transribed
recordings the value of the fifteenth-century Paston Letters, who would deny
that in 500 years time they might not have a similar historical value. She call
certainly claim to be Exeter's equivalent of London's Henry Mayhew.

Jenny Lloyd has said of her work that: 'it is oral history based on memory,
not research' -- but what history is not based on memory of some sort -- even
before historical interpretation gets to work on it. Tape-recorded material has an
innate morality of its own, as watergate has demonstrated. lf, too, the editors
of recorded tape material can be taken to task for wielding the razor blade to
achieve their finished result, it compares not at all with the written work of
serious intent, where revision can follow revision and rewrite follow rewrite
to achieve the purpose of the writer. Its cq uivalent in the recording medium is the
'straight piece' where the presenter of the material has cleaned it up, rationafised
it and packaged it as neatly as possible within the confines of a time limit. An
original recording, whether it is actually ~ events as they <Ire happening ~ or
events as they are remembered, has a quality that the written word call never
match. Not only is the question as posed usually present in the eliciting of
recorded material but also the manner of asking and the manner of reply, an
element that is not present in the written account. This is where I would suggest
that Jenny L10yd has perhaps devalued her work by using her tape recorder only
as an arnanuensis. It may be, of course, that Mrs. L10yd has retained her source
material on tape and this, { would suggest, is the most valuable part of her
project. Not merely what the man or women said but the manner of saying is
surely of equal importance with content.

Jenny L10yd has, no doubt for valid reasons. excised herself and her
questions from her written transcriptions but by so doing she has made the
procedure something ofa one-legged exercise in which information seems to be
the result of a deus ex machinn rather than a fellow human. This treatment has
meant, too, that her material has a rather telegraphic quality, certainly in the
earlier volumes of reminiscences Gobbets put together as a montage On tape
can have an entity and interest when clothed with the cadences of speech they
can be too skeletal when expressed as single disjointed sentences ill print. There
needs to be some minimal unit of continuity if the material is not to degenerate
into unrelated phrases and words. It is because the unit of reminiscence is of
greater length in Volume 7 that I like it best of those that arrived for review.

,

Mrs. Cliftoo's rcmembrances of 'A Se Sid well's childhood' convey not only the
sights and sounds of her times but its ambience as well. The measure of thc
success of this and other pieces is such that I am motivated not only to hear the
words clothed in speech but also to pose some questions of my own.

I have commended Jenny L10yd for troubling with the -groundlmgs' of
Exeter, can I suggest that she extends her brief 10 record and transcribe the
memories and impressions of ordinary people when involved with extra
ordinary people and events - though to give her her due she does record
memories associated with the Blitz on Exeter. Virtually on the City's doorstep,
and certainly closely associated with it, is the enigma of General Buller-
perhaps the worst General the British Army has ever produced and yet also the
most kindly remembered by all who served under him. A fairly extensive reading
of Boer War material -- including Byron Farwell's recent monumental and
authoritative work The Great Doer War --- gives no real clue as to why Bullet
was so affectionately regarded by his soldiers and his fellow Devonians. Only
when I recorded an account of a soldier in the Devons who served under Butler
at the battle of Cotcnso did I begin to understand the reason for that affection.
Galloping up to where the Devons were under fire Bullet ordered their Colonel
to ' "Get thos men under cover " ~ that's why Huller didn't win battles - he
looked after us too well. Ruller a deal old soul'. If these words illuminate even
when there is no breath ill them, how much more so do they when I play back the
recording and there is breath in them. Those historians who claim that history
at this level is of little importance and merely a collection of minutiae should be
asked the questions whether history is what actually happened to the people
who were directly involved or what the historians said happened inevitably
a process of rationalisation, compression and subjectivejudgement. Where then
can anything approaching an absolute historical truth lie. especially if we bear
in mind Macaula y's aphorism - to set historians raging that 'The only true
history of a country is to be found in its newspapers', Surely the best that can be
hoped for is a balanced historial judgement from the academic historian,
leavened, where possible, by a conception of history as understood by the
ordinary people involved at the time --- because history is what people thought
happened and not necessarily what did. The raw material for such history can
best be gleaned aad gathered in the way that Jenny L10yd has demonstrated on
the small scale. She should now enlarge the range of her historical operation. If
anvone knows where there are survivors with first-hand information about
BI;ller's charisma, then if Jenny L10yd doesn't want to know, I certainly do.

Local historians in the future, especially social historians, will I am sure,
have reason to be grateful to Jenny L10yd for her foresight in getting People
Talking. What she has done is to rescue material that is every day going to the
grave and historians are in her debt.

To those who remain sceptical of tnc value of such recorded oral history I
would ask them to remember the many theses that have stemmed from an inter
pretation of such historical mutes as a Roman coin or part of~ mediaevalle~ther
sandal. Just think of the feat that even the most narrow-minded conventional
historian would make of a few recorded phrases of a Caesar or a mediaeval
Exeter cordwainer. Jenny L10yd has shown a way---· all power to her elbow and
her tape recorder.
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Yours etc .

To the Editor,
Devon Historian.

Dear Sir,

In spite of the Minutes kept by organisations and Parish Councils it is
possible that much local history goes unrecorded and is forgotten. To give two
examples, neither of great significance, yet of some importance to the village
concerned: in the Baptismal Register for 18871 recently found a note by the vicar
of the time which ran "On Tuesday June 21st 1887 a young Oak tree was planted
in the Churchyard on the North side about twenty paces from the back wall of
the vestry. Weather and season both very unfavourable for planting. Ifit grows,
however, it is to go by the name of the Jubilee Oak". That tree is flourishing, but
no-one knows when or why it was planted. Outside the Church House stands a
lst World War shell. When it was repainted a few years ago no-one could
remember the exact reason why it had been presented to the village; nor was any
contemporary record to be found.

Some counties, notably Suffolk, have methods of maintaining a vigilant
eye on matters of histrocial interest even in remote areas by "unskilled labour".
Ideally each village has its own Recorder who is well acquainted with their own
locality and well known in their own community. Their main objective is to be
permanently on the watch for matters of interest - archaeological, documen
tary, architectural, industrial, pictorial and verbal. Not many parishes are likely
to provide material in ever yone of these sections, yet it is by the systematic
recording of small facts that a true and lively picture of a locality is built up . It
must be emphasised that it is the hitherto un-recorded material, both past and
present, which the Recorder is required to collect. The range of what may be
worth preserving is almost limitless. To quote from the Suffolk Local History
Council's Scheme under the heading of Architecture, "Village schools are being
converted to houses ... .old farmhouses are being sold away from their land ....
Restoration too may involve a good deal of change and replacement, old plaster
stripped off, outhouses pulled down, thatch replaced by tiles .... a dated before
and-after record by means of photographs, notes and sketches is well worth
while. It is even more valuable in cases of unavoidable demolition". To take
another example, documents such as diaries, newspaper cuttings, deeds, maps,
catalogues of farm sales, even old bills may be worth saving.

This letter is written in the hope that members of the Standing Conference
will feel moved to make it their business to start collecting relevant material,
acting as individuals. It is evident that many details would need to be settled if a
scheme to include a wider area were to be set up at any time : how and where
records should be stored; how specialist help could be made available: whether
a central record of material should be kept etc . But in the first instance it would
be worth discovering how many members of the Standing Conference were
willing to undertake this simple and valuable service for the preservation of our
county's local history.

Dunstone Cottage,
Widecombe-in-the-Moor,

TQI37TH.

Iris M. Woods40
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